
Checklist on Best Way  of Applying Referring Domains vs 
Backlinks

In search engine optimisation (SEO), knowing the distinction between backlinks and 
referring domains is essential to creating a plan that will raise the search engine rankings 
of your website. While both metrics are crucial markers of a website's authority and 
popularity, they affect how well your SEO campaign performs differently. Backlinks are all 
links leading to your website, including multiple links from the same domain. Referring 
domains are the number of distinct websites that link to your website. This checklist will 
walk you through the essentials of backlinks and referring domains, emphasising their 
value and showing you how to use them to improve your website's authority and search 
engine visibility.

#1. Knowing the Fundamentals
● Unique websites that point to your website are known as referring domains.
● Backlinks: The total number of links that point to your website, including those 

from the same domain.
● Important: Understand the difference to create a well-rounded and successful 

link-building plan.

#2. Both Amount and Quality

● Referring Domains: To demonstrate a wide range of endorsements, try to raise 
the quantity of distinct referring domains.

● Backlinks: Put more effort into obtaining high-quality backlinks than merely a 
large number.

● Importance: To guarantee long-term SEO benefits, both indicators should 
demonstrate growth with a focus on quality.

#3. Relevance and Diversity

● Referring Domains: Ensure various referring domains to prevent reliance on a 
few sources.

● Backlinks: Verify that backlinks to your website originate from reputable, 
industry-relevant websites.

● Importance: A varied and pertinent link profile increases your website's legitimacy 
and relevancy in the eyes of search engines.



#4. Observation and Evaluation

● Referring Domains: Track the expansion of referring domains with tools like 
Ahrefs, SEMrush, and Google Search Console.

● Backlinks: Periodically assess the strength and quality of your backlink profile to 
find and remove harmful connections.

● Significance: Constant observation aids in upholding a robust and uncluttered link 
profile, preventing penalties and preserving high ranks.

#5. Establishing Strategic Links

● Referring Domains: Create plans (such as guest posting and collaborations) to 
draw links from fresh, high-authority domains.

● Backlinks: Practice ethical link-building to raise the number and calibre of 
backlinks.

● Importance: Link building should be approached strategically to ensure long-term 
growth and a strong backlink profile, improving your SEO efforts.

You may efficiently monitor and optimise your backlinks and referring domains by using 
this checklist, which will guarantee a robust and healthy link profile that enhances your 
website's SEO performance and long-term viability.


